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Abstract. Each year, millions of dollars are spent on transitioning open space to protected

status, yet we do not know the value that existing homeowners place on adjacency to

these protected land parcels. Between 2000 and 2013, the Pennsylvania Game Commission

acquired over 85,000 acres across the state of Pennsylvania, thereby providing a promise

of future openness for adjacent homeowners. This paper exploits the timing and spatial

variation of these acquisitions to identify the housing premium associated with open space

preservation. Results suggest that preservation increases the average adjacent home value

by between $21,420 and $27,370. I analyze various sources of this premium and conclude

that it is driven by a preserved view and not new access to public land. Further, analysis

comparing preservation of the land to continuing vacancy shows that preservation is tax-

neutral for local governments.
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1. Introduction

Estimating the willingness to pay for housing amenities has been central to urban and

regional economics for decades. Rosen’s (1974) seminal paper proposing methods to measure

willingness to pay through hedonic modeling inspired an influential literature on the valuation

of amenities. One key amenity in this literature is open space, and institutions used to

protect open space have attracted increasing attention from scholars and policy makers.

Between 1980 and 2007, wildlife and wilderness areas increased by 23 percent (USDA, 2011),

suggesting that a significant amount of open space has transitioned into protected status.

This paper focuses on the institutions behind open space protections and the increased

impact on nearby housing values resulting from an introduction of a guarantee for future

openness using Pennsylvania Game Commission land acquisitions.

There are numerous institutions which facilitate open space usage definitions. Some exam-

ples of these institutions are community parks, state parks, zoning regulations, and wildlife

conservation organizations. Each of these examples provide a guarantee that the owners of

the land or government will not develop this land. Furthermore, these institutions differ

by permanence and strength. For instance, owners of parcels can petition municipalities to

change the land’s zoning status to residential, and thereby removing the guarantee with rela-

tive ease. Converting a state park, which is owned by the public, into a residential area would

require a significant amount of effort within the existing legal and political framework. The

distinctions between open space institutions have received less attention in previous studies.

Existing literature tends to conflate various institutions, such as parks and conservancies,

making it difficult to assess how the market values a guarantee with credible permanence.1

1 For instance, Shultz and King (2001) identify housing premiums between both parks and wildlife habitats

while Irwin (2002) analyzes premiums for private cropland, private pasture, private forest, private land (of

any type) in easement status, and military land. McConnell and Walls (2005) provide a comprehensive

review of open space studies which includes the definition of the various open space institutions used in each

study.
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In this paper I utilize changes in boundaries of guaranteed open space generated by the

Pennsylvania Game Commission, to measure the willingness to pay for a nearby parcel with

preserved status. Using game land acquisitions has several key advantages over previous

work on permanent open space, which has generated mixed results.2 First, hundreds of these

parcel conversions occurred across the state between 2000 and 2013. Previous studies have

utilized existing open space boundaries or a single conversion event (Bucholtz et al., 2003).

Using only a single event or existing open space introduces the possibility that unobserved

variables may affect housing prices. Secondly, these acquisitions were unexpected by the

general public. The PGC publicly unveils their purchases after a contract is signed stating

that the PGC has the right to purchase the parcel for an agreed upon price. Further, these

acquisitions are unusually permanent because the PGC is legally barred from selling parcels

to private homeowners. This legal permanence provides one of the strongest institutional

guarantees of future openness available. The final benefit of using PGC acquisitions is

that the purchases are targets of opportunity, thereby reducing endogeneity that may be

associated with other open space institutions. For instance, the location of parks, which

are paid for and voted on by the public, may be located in desirable areas.This correlation

complicates the identification of a causal effect of open space (Irwin and Bockstael, 2001;

Irwin and Bockstael, 2004; McConnell and Walls, 2005).

Using geographical information software (GIS), I identify homes sales which are adjacent

to a game land acquisition as well as home sales which are near the acquisition but not

2 Johnston and Duke (2007) use a stated preference survey to analyze willingness to pay for land conversion

via various channels. They find that respondents significantly prefer state contracts over trust purchases

and contracts, state purchases, and conservation zoning. Irwin (2002)shows that converting pastureland

to conservation or public land provides positive benefits to neighboring house values while converting to a

forested landscape has a negative premium. Shultz and King (2001) suggests living closer to areas such as

wildlife habitats and large natural resources are positive amenities while undeveloped, neighborhood, and

district parks are associated with a negative effect on nearby homes,likely from excessive use and foot traffic.
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directly adjacent for application in a difference-in-differences empirical framework. Com-

paring the increase in average home prices between these two groups before and after the

acquisition occurred provides a housing premium estimate for living adjacent to protected

open space. I find robust evidence of a housing premium for guaranteeing adjacent land

remaining undeveloped on home values. In particular, the conversion of open space to game

lands increases adjacent home values between 18 and 23 percent. For the mean home value

of $119,000, this translates into an increase of $21,420 to $27,370 per home. This finding

is robust to various definitions of adjacency. Then I examine possible channels driving this

premium. Using two different approaches to disentangle the effect of a preserved view and

the effect from newly accessible game lands, I find that the housing premium is being driven

by the preserved view. Finally, I find no evidence of a premium on commercial land sales,

further underscoring the value of guaranteed views for homeowners.

These findings have significant economic implications. The results of my study suggest

that game land acquisitions between 2000 and 2013 have generated between $35,552,916 and

$45,428,726 of home value gains from the conversion to preserved status. Furthermore, my

analysis suggests these gains have arisen from the guarantee of open space and not from

changes in allowable land use. These results suggest that there are large potential gains

from simply clarifying land use definitions and developing institutions which can provide a

credible guarantee against future development near residential areas. Lastly, the magnitude

of the gains in home values provides support for keeping PGC land negotiations private in

order to prevent speculation.

The paper proceeds as follows: the next section will present background on the Pennsyl-

vania Game Commission and section 3 will detail data and adjacency definition. Section

4 will discuss the econometric specification and section 5 will provide a brief discussion of

results. Section 6 will provide welfare and policy implications and section 7 concludes.

2. Pennsylvania Game Commission

In this section, I provide relative context the Pennsylvania Game Commission and describe

the data on acquisitions I use. In the late 1800’s, Pennsylvania’s wildlife populations were

ravaged by unregulated hunting, residential development, and pollution. Because of these
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concerns, the state authorized the game commission to purchase land to be used for wildlife

refuges and hunting preserves in 1919. Since this time, the PGC has been actively acquiring

tracts of land across all of Pennsylvania. Game lands are public lands which are best known

for providing hunting opportunities; however, the game lands also have walking trails and

wildlife viewing areas that provide a usage for a broader audience than just hunters. These

reasons suggest that game lands provide a positive amenity for those homeowners.

However, hunting for wild game is not without risks for hunters, people using the game

lands for reasons other than hunting, and homeowners near the game lands.3 This negative

effect from the risks associated with having hunting activities close to a property would

only lessen the likelihood of finding a housing premium associated with these acquisitions.

Therefore, any effect found may be considered a premium which is the net effect of both the

positive and negative amenity effect associated with the game lands.

Game lands are very common across Pennsylvania. There are existing game lands in 65

out of 67 counties, with Delaware and Philadelphia counties being the exception. Between

2000 and 2013, the PGC has acquired 386 different parcels totaling 85,182 acres. PGC

land acquisitions are funded through mineral and oil revenue, hunting license revenue, and

firearms sales. The lands the commissioners consider for purchase are scientifically exam-

ined for the benefit they can provide for wildlife management. This institution’s lack of

political influence sets it apart from other open space institutions such as parks and zoning

ordinances. Zoning land for a specific use follows a political process and therefore not exoge-

nously determined (Liu and Lynch, 2011; Adelaja et al., 2009; Pogodzinski and Sass, 1994).

The PGC acquisitions placed a credible promise of open views in the future.4 The PGC

acquires tracts via three general channels: purchases, grants, and exchanges. The grants

3The hunter education program in Pennsylvania was implemented in 1959 and hunting related shooting
incidents have declined by nearly 80 percent since then. In 2012 there were no firearm hunting fatalities and
only 33 hunting accidents. (source: pgc.state.pa.us; Release #034-14)
4 While there are instances of the PGC exchanging parcels, legally they can only trade land if the game

commission has a substantial gain from the trade. This is usually reserved for when they are trading smaller

isolated tracts for larger ones, or right-of-way roads for the public.
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are given to the PGC usually from a person’s estate and exchanges transfer the land to the

PGC in exchange for something such as an access road or permission to run water or sewer

pipelines under the game land.

The PGC land acquisition purchasing process is unique because of the lack of public infor-

mation. The real estate commissioner meets with landowners who are interested in selling

their parcel to the PGC and decides if the parcel is of interest to the Game Commission.

The landowner and commissioner will then decide on a price for the parcel and a legally

binding contract will be signed. Only after this process will the purchase decisions be put

to a vote at a public meeting where the Board of Commissioners are present. The parcels

that are put up for a vote are unanimously favored for purchase and the outcome of the

vote is published in the Pennsylvania Game News. Because of these “behind the scenes”

negotiations, the acquisitions are largely unanticipated by the general public.

3. Data and Adjacency Definition

3.1. Data. The PGC data used is comprised of acquisitions which occurred between 2000

and 2013. There are 386 of these parcels across 55 of the 67 counties in Pennsylvania,

the remaining counties did not have an acquisition during this time frame. Number of

acquisitions, average acreage, and standard deviation by county and by year are provided

below in tables 1 and 2. The average parcel the PGC acquires is 220 acres. The number

of parcels acquired across counties range from 1 to 47 in this time period. As these tables

show, there is ample game land acquisition activity across both time and space.

I use the PGC data to identify single-family-home parcels which sold within four years

before or after an acquisition. The dataset of housing parcels has been compiled using

online parcel searches as well as independent digitizing for rural counties. Independent

digitizing involved acquiring separate assessment data, sales history, and GIS parcel maps for

an individual county and then merging them together. Figure 9 shows an example assessment

card from Clearfield County that was digitized independently. The housing observations in

my sample is from across all of Pennsylvania, with exceptions for areas which did not have
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GIS maps or the relevant data was stored with a third party vendor and not able to be

accessed. Figure 3 shows the data in my sample, as well as counties which are unable to be

used because of lack of game land acquisition or lack of data availability. The counties with

available housing data encompass 150 of the PGC acquisitions, which is 39 percent of the

available acquisitions.

3.2. Treatment. Parcels that are directly adjacent to a game land acquisition are considered

to be treated. Those parcels which are not directly adjacent to the acquisition are defined as

control parcels. One shortcoming of the data is that not all homes are provided as a shape,

some are provided as a single point which doesn’t allow for exact identification of adjacent

properties. To identify these properties I use GIS analysis. First, I use the subset of counties

which I have parcel shapes for and then assign them a coordinate for the centroid of each

parcel. I identify which of these parcels are adjacent and then calculate the distance from the

game land using the centroid as the endpoint. Using this analysis I found that the centroid

of 95% of adjacent parcels are within 463 meters of the acquisition. Therefore, if I set the

adjacency cutoff at 450 meters, I can be 95% confident that I have properly accounted for

all adjacent parcels. I explore alternate adjacency definitions in section 5.5.

4. Econometric Approach

4.1. Baseline Econometric Specification. In this section I will discuss the baseline

econometric model used as well as alternative specifications used for robustness checks. I

begin with a simple illustrative example. Consider two identical homes, A and B, in two

different areas, both of which have open space beside them. The homeowners have no control

over how the open space is developed adjacent to their property. One day, home A receives

a notice that the Pennsylvania Game Commission owns the parcel adjacent to her home.

Now, the capitalization of this promise of future preserved status and new public land is

the only difference in the house price between homes A and B. Therefore, the identifying
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assumption is that in the absence of the acquisition, the adjacent homes would have experi-

enced similar changes in housing value compared to homes which are slightly further away.

Figure 5 shows the trends in housing values between the treatment homes, in the upper

panel, and the control homes in the lower panel. The houses between 450 and 5,000 meters

on the acquisitions show no trend, while the treatment group shows a similar lack of trend

prior to the nearest game land acquisition (time = 0). After the acquisition, the treatment

group experiences an increase in housing values while the control group does not show an

increase in house values.

Given the varying time of each acquisition as well as their spatial dispersion, I propose

applying a difference-in-differences estimator. I use the following equation:

ln(price)i = β1treati + β2posti + β3treati × posti + α1Xi + ξyq gl

where

treati is parcel being closer than 450meters to a new acquisition

posti is an indicator for a sale that occurred after the nearest acquisition

Xi is a vector of a parcel′s characteristics

ξyq gl is the set of relevant fixed effects

The coefficient of interest, β3 describes the treatment effect of being adjacent to new game

land acquisitions. Given that most people consider game lands as a positive amenity, I would

expect that the coefficient will be positive.

4.1. Baseline Econometric Specification. The baseline specification aggregates two dif-

ferent effects: a preserved view and new access. This subsection and the following one

provide different specifications to disentangle these two effects. Providing new public open

space carries with it a guarantee of access. Once the land is owned by the PGC, it becomes

open to the public for their use. Therefore, any increases in housing values may be from
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the benefit of having more public land to use. In order to address this, I identified PGC ac-

quisitions which are independent of existing game lands. Those which are new independent

game lands have an effect from both new open space usage, since there were no public lands

around previously, as well as a preserved open view. Those acquisitions which are additions

to existing game lands already have access to public land because there are existing game

lands nearby to use, so the main effect from the acquisitions which are additions should be

the guarantee of a view. The additions to existing game lands represent only a three percent

increase to the game land acreage. See figure 6 for a visual representation of the additions

and independent game lands definitions.

I modify the baseline econometric specification by adding an indicator variable, new gl.

The new gl indicator is equal to one only after the acquisition of a new independent game

land happens. The coefficient on this term reports the differential pre-acquisition premium

between control parcels located near an independent game land acquisition and those near

an addition to existing game lands. The triple interaction term, treati × posti × new gli,

represents the increased premium that houses adjacent to independent game lands experience

compared to homes adjacent to a game land addition acquisition. The hypothesis to test

on the coefficient of interest (which I refer to as β5), is:Ho : β5 = 0 and Ha : β5 6= 0. If I

can not reject the null hypothesis and the coefficient on β5 is insignificant, then this implies

that the effect is not being driven by the new access. However, if I reject the null hypothesis

and there is a significant effect from having more usable open space, then this would suggest

that the premium in the baseline specification is partially attributed to the new access.

4.3. Preserved View. Homeowners may enjoy new access to public land, or they may

value a preserved view. To identify a potential preserved view effect I identify the parcels

which are on the “first row” of houses beside an acquisition which have been referred to as

“adjacent.” These parcels will have the effect from a preserved view and a new access after

the game land acquisition. Secondly, I identify the houses which are “second row” houses,

that I refer to as “nearby.” These houses would already have a first row house in front of

them, but they are quite close to the game lands. Therefore, they have the benefit of new

access, but they do not have the guarantee of a future unobstructed view. See figure 7 for
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a visual representation of the first and second-row of homes definitions. I again modify the

baseline econometric specification with an additional indicator, nearby, which represents

the homes that are nearby, but not directly adjacent to a game land acquisition. The

houses which I referred to as treatment parcels previously I now identify with an indicator

variable, adjacent. The coefficient on the adjacent indicator I refer to as βadjacent and

the coefficient on the nearby indicator is βnearby. I can decompose the two coefficients of

interest as: βadjacent = βview + βaccess and βnearby = βaccess. The hypothesis to test will be

Ho : βadjacent = βnearby and Ha : βadjacent 6= βnearby. If I fail to reject the null hypothesis then

this implies that the increase in housing value can be attributed to a premium for a preserved

view. Rejecting the null hypothesis suggests that the premium aggregates the premium for

a preserved view and newly accessible public land.

5. Results

5.1. Baseline Results. Table 3 begins by showing a baseline regression which controls

for age, square footage, lot size and number of bedrooms. The only fixed effects present

in column 1 are year and county fixed effects, separately. The coefficient of interest, β3

which corresponds to the variable treatment by post, shows that there is an 18.6% increase

in a house’s value resulting from the game land acquisition. Column 2 strengthens the

specification by controlling for year by quarter fixed effects in addition to county fixed effects.

The year by quarter fixed effects control for the inherent differences across seasons. Some

of these homes may sell for a higher price in the fall when hunting season is approaching.

The effect if still significant at the 5% level and the magnitude of the premium increases to

19.2%.

One concern with using only county fixed effects to control for geography is that there

may be many game lands located in a given county. There may be systematic differences

across game lands within the same county which would not be controlled for when using only

county fixed effects. In this study, the relevant market control would be separate game lands.

Therefore, column 3 shows results when controlling for year fixed effects as well as game land
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fixed effects. Since all of the game lands in my study are housed completely within a given

county, county fixed effects are redundant and therefore omitted. The resulting premium

increases slightly to 20%. Column 4 is the same specification as column 3, except there are

year by quarter fixed effects. Column 4 shows a 20% increase in a home’s value after the

game land acquisition.

Columns 5 and 6 in table 3 report the results from two specifications with the most com-

prehensive set of fixed effects. One concern is that some markets have inherently different

traits changing across time compared with another market nearby. For instance, homes

located near a game land that releases higher than average number of pheasants may expe-

rience a higher premium in the fall than other game lands. Using year by quarter by county

fixed effects (column 5) and year by quarter by game land fixed effect (column 6) controls for

trends across time that can also vary between game lands. My findings are robust to these

controls, with the results showing a significant 21% and 23% increase in a home’s value after

acquisition, respectively.

5.2. Newly Accessible Public Land Discussion. The premium associated with these

acquisitions may be a new access effect or a preserved view effect. When the game land

acquires a parcel they are providing a guarantee that they will not develop this land. In

addition, this land that used to be private and inaccessible now becomes available for public

use. Therefore, the additional benefit to a person’s home reported in table 3 is, potentially,

the sum of the benefits from access as well as the guarantee.

Using the model presented in section 4.2, I have identified the game lands which are

new, independent game land parcels and those which are additions to existing game lands.

Additions to existing game lands would have the guaranteed view effect since the home

would have already had proximity to public land prior to the acquisition5. However, new

independent game lands would have both new guaranteed access and guarantee of future

openness. Looking at the potential difference in the effect between these two groups will

allow me to discover if the premium is being driven by new access to the land.

5Additions to existing game lands represent a 3% increase on average.
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If this effect of a guaranteed view is being inflated by a separate access effect that is not

being controlled for, I would see the estimate of β5 being positive and significantly different

than zero. The results are shown in table 4. The results use the same progression of fixed

effects as I described from table 3 and I find that the coefficient of interest, β5, is insignificant

in every specification. This implies that there is not a different effect from game lands which

introduce both public use and a future guaranteed view versus the effect from game lands

which provide an additional guaranteed view. Therefore, the effect I found previously can

likely not be attributed to an effect from the newly accessible land.

5.3. Preserved View Discussion. To further investigate the preserved view effect I con-

sider homes in the first row of houses that would be getting a guarantee and access versus

those in the second row which would only receive an access effect and not a guarantee effect

since there is already a house in front of them. I create a variable which identifies houses

which are considered adjacent, less than 450 meters, and those that are “nearby” and are

between 450 and 900 meters. The omitted category are those which are more than 900

meters.

The coefficient of interest is β4, which reports the effect on adjacent homes. Table 5 reports

the results using the same progression of fixed effects from table 3. The increase in adjacent

home values resulting from the acquisition ranges from 18.4% in column 1 to 23% in column

6 These results are strikingly similar to the premiums reported in table 3.

If the effect reflected an access premium, I would expect the coefficient of β5, to be positive

and significantly different than zero. The results are reported in table 5. There is no

significant premium on homes that are near to a game land acquisition, but not directly

adjacent. Therefore, there does not appear to be a new access effect that is driving the

results from my baseline analysis. I have shown two different approaches which suggests

that the effect I am finding is related to the benefit of a preserved view.

5.4. Unobserved Factors - Robustness Discussion. I have attributed the premium

found in this study to the game land acquisition. However, if there is another policy that
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happens at the same time as the acquisition that affects housing values, then the premium I

have identified would be biased by this policy. To perform a falsification test, I will analyze

parcels whose sales should not be influenced by the acquisition. Commercial buildings in

rural areas are purchased for their value to the business, not for the value of the vacant

adjacent parcel. It is unlikely that a mechanic shop would be purchased at a higher value

after the PGC acquires the land adjacent to their building. Therefore, this falsification

exercise will test for unobserved treatments that may be affecting housing values. I use the

same econometric model detailed in section 4.1, where the coefficient of interest is β4 which

reports the effect from the game land acquisition. If the premium I found in the previous

results were being influenced solely by the game land acquisition, I would expect to find an

insignificant effect on β4. However, if there is a significant premium from the acquisitions,

the assumption of treatment being only from the acquisitions would be invalid. It would

suggest that there was another unobserved factor affecting the adjacent homes at the same

time each of the acquisitions occurred.

I identified sales surrounding game land acquisitions which have a use code of commercial

or industrial. I used a study distance of 5,000 meters and identified the parcels that were

within the treatment distance of 450 meters. The resulting regressions are shown in table 7.

Controls for lot size and square footage are present in each specification. The columns

follow the same fixed effects progression as detailed in table 3. The results show that there

is an insignificant premium from the acquisition, which strengthens the hypothesis that the

significant results are being driven by the acquisition and not another unobserved treatment.

5.5. Adjacency - Robustness Discussion. The cutoff of 450 meters, for determining

adjacency, was determined using available parcel shapes. In this section I provide analysis

of my results using various treatment cutoffs in order to demonstrate the robustness of the

premium. Figure 8 shows the resulting premium and 95% confidence interval for various

treatment cutoffs. The regression used to determine these effects use year-by-quarter-by-

game-land fixed effects in addition to linear, quadratic, and cubic controls for age, lot size,

square footage, and number of bedrooms. The cutoff for control parcels remains 5,000 meters.
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The figure begins with a treatment cutoff of 350 meters and increases the treatment cutoff

by increments of 25 meters. The coefficient is significant and almost 20 percent using this

treatment distance. As the treatment cutoff increases, the effect becomes insignificant after

500 meters, which is consistent with decaying premiums as distance to the amenity increases.

The figure shows that the effect I find is robust to using various treatment cutoff distances

around the predetermined 450 meter cutoff.

6. Placing the Effect in Context

Welfare implications of these conversions are very important to the Commissioners of the

PGC as well as county planners. In this section I will interpret and provide some back-of-

the-envelope calculations to provide a basic welfare analysis. I will consider both the positive

housing tax base implications as well as the negative effect from removing these parcels from

the current tax base.

Before the acquisition, the vacant land was owned privately and the county collected taxes

on the vacant land. After the acquisition, the county receives less tax revenue because these

parcels are held under a tax-exempt entity. One scenario to consider is that these parcels

would have continued to be vacant if the PGC had not purchased them. Using a range of

vacant land tax per acre of $5 to $206, I estimate that the decrease in tax revenue from these

acquisitions is between $425,910 and $2,129,550 per year.

Another scenario, which is slightly outside of the scope of this paper, is that all of this

vacant area would be converted to houses. The average home adjacent to the acquisition

in my sample is valued at $119,600 and is located on a 2.2 acre parcel. Therefore, the

acquisitions could have been converted into approximately 38,720 houses. The increase in

county tax revenue from these houses for the average county would be $62,566,400.7 On

net, the county would lose the vacant land revenue calculated above and gain the revenue

from the new houses. Therefore, the overall increase in tax revenue from building these new

homes would be between $61,714,580 and $60,010,940 per year.

6Using Howard Hanna’s estimated taxes on their listings, I found the range of vacant land tax rates per acre
across Pennsylvania to range from $5 per acre to $20 per acre. Some municipalities may charge more or less.
Also, there are various homestead/ farmstead and Clean and Green exemptions that homeowners can claim
in order to further decrease their vacant land tax bill.
7The average 2015 county millage rate in Pennsylvania is $13.5106 per $1,000. The maximum millage rate
is $57.42 in Lackawanna County and the minimum is $2.338 in Cumberland County.
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My paper has shown that there is a significant increase in adjacent home values. There are

approximately 4.3 home parcels surrounding the average game land acquisition. The increase

in home value for an average home adjacent to the acquisition ranges from $21,528 to $27,508.

Therefore, the increase in each home value would contribute between $291 and $372 per year

to the tax base. Therefore, each acquisition increased tax revenue by between $1,251 and

$1,598. Aggregating these numbers for all 386 acquisitions, the acquisitions added between

$482,762 and $616,867. Considering only the scenario where the land remained vacant if

the PGC did not purchase it, the resulting decline in tax revenue from privately held vacant

land is significantly offset by the increase in home values from the surrounding residential

houses, rendering the acquisitions tax neutral for local government tax revenue.

7. Conclusion

Valuing open space has been an important focus of research by economists for many years.

This paper aims to extend the literature by identifying the effect of changing expectations on

open space. Using Pennsylvania Game Commission land holdings provides many benefits,

one being that the organization has an extensive and long-standing game land system with

legal restrictions placed on them to forbid sales of existing game lands to private buyers.

Further, the PGC has been consistently acquiring land throughout the past decade and this

dynamic boundary allows for a clean identification of treatment.

Results suggest that housing values are positively impacted by the addition of a guarantee

on the adjacent open land by 23 percent. This is economically important because changing

an area’s future status from ambiguous to protected provide benefits through an indirect

result of increased house values in addition to the direct benefits from conservation and

habitat protection. This can boost tax revenue as well as provide an empirical basis to

champion open space protection.

It is imperative to contemplate the policy implications of this preservation. Local govern-

ments are be concerned with the reduction in housing supply resulting from preserving open

space while conservancies such as the PGC are focused on protecting various animal species.
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My paper looks at the spillover benefits from preserving this land and I provide a back-of-

the-envelope calculation that can speak to the costs and benefits of this institutional change.

From a benefit perspective, I considered houses that are affected and the increase in housing

value that the homeowners experience resulting from the acquisition. The average home

sale in my study is $119,600 and, on average, there are 4.3 residential parcels surrounding

a game land acquisition. Each acquisition added $118,284 to the aggregate housing stock.

Using a millage rate of $13.51 per $1,000 results in the average home providing $372 in

additional property tax revenue, and the acquisition itself adding $1,598 to the tax base.8 I

showed that, under the assumptions that the land would remain vacant if the PGC had not

purchased it, the preservation is tax-neutral for local governments.

Future research should continue to look at spillover effects from preserving open space.

These acquisitions provide a recreational opportunity for the public and this incentive may

lead to other economic benefits in tourism, merchandise, and service sectors of the local

economy. There are many interesting avenues of further analysis on housing markets associ-

ated with preserved open space. Other research has shown that policies such as greenbelts

can lead to an increased hazard rate of development. One research question may look at

development patterns such as the types of housing built or the amount of housing investment

that landowners choose before and after a preservation acquisition.

Overall, I have shown that introducing a guarantee on adjacent land has a significantly

positive effect on existing homes and that this effect is coming from the preserved view of

the adjacent homeowners and not a new access effect. This increase in the value of rural

homes is an important issue that local and state governments should consider when deeming

parcels as protected.

8See previous footnote for average millage rate detail. This rate does not include school, library, or municipal
millage rates.
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Table 3. Housing Premium from PGC Acquisition
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Table 4. Differences in Housing Premium from PGC Acquisition: Independent versus Additions
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Table 5. Housing Premium from PGC Acquisitions: Adjacent versus Nearby
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Table 6. Housing Premium from PGC Acquisition: Parcel Size Distribution
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Table 7. Falsification Analysis: Commercial Sales
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4. Realty Listing in Centre County, Pennsylvania
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Figure 5. Trends in Housing Values
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Figure 6. Independent versus Addition Acquisitions
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Figure 7. Adjacent versus Nearby Homes
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Figure 8. Various Treatment Cutoffs
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Figure 9. Assessment Card: Clearfield County
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